Superior Arts Institute & The Trust for Public Land Presents

TOWN HALL RESOLUTION 50

A Stage Play by Samir Nichols Based on Environmental Racism
It’s been ten years since I sat in my basement with the ambitious idea of building a robust artistic and influential presence city-wide (Camden) that catered and was representative of the individuals that comprise our great city. For young Camden artists, like myself, who believed that art could change the world; this home would nurture the artist who recognizes that their gift of performing also bears a social responsibility. Since 2013, our program “Advocacy through Acting”, has produced over 100 public performances in Camden with the support of Camden schools, local government and our resilient community of artists and friends. Through their art, we have been able to share many different stories and promote societal change in ways that move our audiences to action, spark difficult conversations, and promote self-healing. I am profoundly and continuously impressed with what can happen when we deliberately choose equality. And because we know that equality is a choice, awareness is urgent. Art—deliberate and commanding, has and will continue to influence the masses. On behalf of Superior Arts Institute, I submit Town Hall: Resolution 50, with hope that the hard work, research, and dedication of our humble production team, empowers you to take pride in being an active voice in your community. And with the understanding that change begins with oneself, we hope to encourage the forces that drive critical change to look inward and across at each other, demand the truth and choose equality.

“I want to thank Samir Nicholas for being a great partner within our city and bringing awareness to some of our injustices and environmental issues.”

Mayor VICTOR CARSTAPHEN
EXECUTIVE STATEMENT

The Trust for Public Land has had the privilege to be welcomed into Camden as a partner in creating parks and transforming schoolyards that respond to environmental challenges while honoring the vibrancy, resilience and hope of the community. We have mapped, studied and created plans to address Camden's complex environmental needs. Now, through theatre and film, Camden residents have a stage to show the world what it is like to deal with extreme heat, air pollution, and flooding all in their backyard.

We know that through investing in local leadership, storytelling and honest dialogue, the community can achieve greater social, political, and spatial sovereignty to drive environmental justice. We also know that the arts provide a creative freedom to communicate complex and difficult topics like environmental racism in a way that invites viewers to be a part of the story its telling.

That’s exactly what drew us to Superior Arts Institute. As residents and leaders of Camden, they are vessels for the city’s experiences of environmental injustices and resiliency. In the practice of story gathering and telling, we have seen Camden residents, leaders, and artists continue to speak truth to power and help galvanize TPL’s programmatic goal of leveraging public space and art to catalyze environmental justice. We are incredibly proud of the work Superior Arts and TPL have accomplished together and even more excited to enfold the Camden community in building a more just, green, and healthy city.
Meet The Cast

Azzari Myers is a 11th grade high school student at Mastery Charter high school. Azzari is 16 years old and her goals in life are to grow up and be a public speaker for inequality in the world or to be a nurse at home vet. She’s recently been into sports such as basketball, volleyball and track and field. Azzari spends most of her time practicing basketball and putting her mind into schoolwork and things she loves.

Azzari Myers - April

Jamall Phillips is a 14 year old teenager who is enrolled at Creative Arts High School as a 9th grade freshmen. He enjoys himself afterschool with hobbies such as gaming and practicing music. Guitar along with viola is some of the music he practices and recently is starting to get into track. Dreaming big he hopes to be a famous musician one day.

Virge (Jamall) Phillips
MEET THE CAST

Carmi Jackson is an 11th grade high school student from Camden, New Jersey. He works with Youth 4 Justice to get restorative justice for youth in New Jersey. He is working with Youth 4 Justice on the fines and fees project. He is a 15 year old 11th grader, due to skipping 10th grade. He was the valedictorian of his 8th grade class. He looks to be a successful person later in his life, and wants to be involved in social, racial, and youth justice programs.

Carmi Jackson - CJ

Eva is a 15 year old junior at Moorestown Friends School in Moorestown, N.J. She has participated in many sports teams, clubs, and other extracurricular activities. In her free time she likes to cook, bake, read, and spend time with loved ones. Her passion for activism is what led her to join the #150YearsIsEnough Campaign with NJ Youth for Justice Camden Youth Council. She continuously advocates for prison abolition and reinvesting prison funds into underprivileged communities. The work we do has opened my eyes to so many flaws within our prison and justices systems that she wishes to fix in the future.

Eva Vanterpool - Nefferetti
Label the parts of the natural water cycle shown above using the words below:

- evaporation
- transpiration
- precipitation
- infiltration
- condensation
- stormwater runoff

Can you find the various ways to conserve or capture stormwater? Place the letter from the image next to the corresponding word below:

**NATURAL CYCLE**
- Forest
- Wetlands
- Lake
- Ocean
- River
- Meadow

**URBAN CYCLE**
- Urban Trees
- Pervious Pavement
- Rain Barrel
- Sewage Treatment Plant
- Storm Drains
- Rain Garden / Bioswale
- Green Roof

What urban systems mimic natural systems? Draw a line from the list on the left to similar systems on the right.
How rain and snow will impact an outdoor space. Students were asked to mimic the natural water cycle in their design.

Do we want to capture or absorb as much rain water as possible before it reaches the sewage treatment plant?
CAMDEN: SEWAGE FROM THE +500,000 RESIDENTS OF CAMDEN COUNTY ALL FLOWS TO ONE NEIGHBORHOOD IN CAMDEN, WATERFRONT SOUTH, WITH A POPULATION OF +3,000. OLD PIPES AND INFRASTRUCTURE CANNOT HANDLE THE FLOW OF SEWAGE MIXED WITH STORMWATER DURING HEAVY RAIN AND DILUTED SEWAGE BACKS UP INTO STREETS AND HOMES THROUGHOUT THE CITY OF CAMDEN. THE CITY OF CAMDEN IS OVER 95% AFRICAN AMERICAN AND HISPANIC, WHILE CAMDEN COUNTY IS MUCH MORE AFFLUENT AND 71% WHITE.

CAMDEN HAS 16 CSO OUTFALLS, 10 OF WHICH ARE IN CENTRAL WATERFRONT AND WATERFRONT SOUTH. THESE ARE THE AREAS THAT DUMP COMBINED SEWAGE INTO CAMDEN WATERWAYS WHICH, AFTER A HEAVY RAIN, MAY CONTAIN UNTREATED, UNCLEAN WATER.

BY 2100, UP TO 4’ SEA LEVEL RISE. IF THAT HAPPENS, 3020 RESIDENTS OF CAMDEN WILL BE FLOODED OUT, 80% OF WHICH ARE RESIDENTS OF COLOR. THAT’S 4% OF CAMDEN RESIDENTS WHOSE HOMES COULD BE PERMANENTLY BELOW THE WATERLINE OF THE DELAWARE RIVER AND COOPER RIVER.

“HOMEOWNERS WHO LIVED ON BLOCKS WITH A GREATER SHARE OF NONWHITE RESIDENTS, AS WELL AS LOWER INCOMES AND CREDIT SCORES, HAD A LOWER CHANCE OF GETTING APPROVED FOR FEMA GRANTS”

COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOW FACT

THE MAJORITY (OVER 90%) OF THE CITY OF CAMDEN IS SERVED BY A COMBINED SEWER SYSTEM THAT CAPTURES WATER FROM THE STREETS AND FROM OUR BUILDINGS. WHEN IT RAINS HEAVILY IN CAMDEN, THE COMBINED SEWER SYSTEM CAN FLOOD THE NEIGHBORHOOD’S PARKS, STREETS, AND HOMES WITH UNTREATED WATER CONTAINING UNSANITARY MATERIAL.
CAMDEN
North Camden and Central Waterfront are in the New Jersey state 90-95 percentile for cancer risk. Cramer Hill and Waterfront South are in the New Jersey state 80-90 state percentile for cancer risk.

NATIONAL
Asthma is linked with exposure to particulate matter (PM) pollution. “Among children with asthma, black children are twice as likely to be hospitalized, more than twice as likely to have an emergency department visit, and four times more likely to die due to asthma than white children.”

FROM THE AP:
Fine particle pollution is responsible for over 100,000 deaths nationally in the US.

“Scientists calculate that Hispanics on average breathe in 63 percent more of the pollution that leads to heart and breathing deaths than they make. For African-Americans the figure is 56 percent, according to a study published Monday in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.”

Non-Hispanic whites are exposed to 17% less pollution than they are responsible for.

African Americans are 79% more likely than whites to live next to industrial pollution source.
ARE YOU OUTRAGED?

URBAN HEAT FACT
Historically Camden had about 6 days a year where it felt like 100 degrees. In the next 15-30 years, that number will rise to 35 days a year, and by 2070, that number rises to 61 days a year.

AIR QUALITY FACT
The waterfront south neighborhood is in the nation’s highest percentile (95-100%) of exposure to air toxics, which is linked with higher risk of cancer and other serious health effects.

COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOW FACT
The majority (over 90%) of the city of Camden is served by a combined sewer system that captures water from the streets and from our buildings. When it rains heavily in Camden, the combined sewer system can flood the neighborhood’s parks, streets, and homes with untreated water containing unsanitary material.

FLOODING FACT
At current carbon emission rates, Camden could face up to 4 feet of sea level rise by 2100. If that happens, 3,020 residents of Camden (4% of the population) will have homes permanently below the waterline of the Delaware River and Cooper River.
JOIN THE MOVEMENT NOW

If you want to get involved in the movement for environmental justice in Camden and more, consider the following actions:

✔ Celebrate the opening of Molina Elementary Community Schoolyard with The Trust for Public Land on November 10!

✔ Virtually attend the Camden Environmental Summit hosted by the Cooper’s Ferry Partnership

✔ Plant a free tree from New Jersey Tree Foundation to provide shade to your neighborhood and capture carbon

✔ Don’t forget to vote in your local elections on November 2!

LIST OF NONPROFITS

New Jersey Tree Foundation
New Jersey Conservation Foundation
Center for Aquatic Sciences
Center for Environmental Transformation
Roots to Prevention
Camden Urban Agriculture Collaborative

FOR MORE SCAN

"Communities of color have been historically disadvantaged by racist and unjust environmental policies, having direct implications for the health, safety, and wellbeing of residents in places like Camden. The Commissioner Board has been fighting to restore Camden’s green spaces, reduce pollution, and ensure that residents of the city have a safe place to live, work, and play."
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FUNDERS

“THIS PROJECT IS SUPPORTED IN PART BY AN AWARD FROM THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS.”